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Orbital and dipolar contributions to the hyperfine fields in bulk bcc Fe, hcp Co,
and at the FeÕAg„100… interface: The inclusion of orbital polarization
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First-principles calculations can make quantitative predictions of many properties of solids including mag-
netic hyperfine fields (Bhf). The inclusion of relativistic effects becomes important in this case. We have
selected to study three systems in order to assess the importance of orbital and dipolar contributions to theBhf

and its anisotropies: bulk bcc Fe, hcp Co, and the Fe/Ag~100! interface. For the last two, in-plane~parallel to
the hexagonal planes and to the interface, respectively! and perpendicular magnetizations were considered. The
influence of different exchange-correlation potentials~local density and generalized gradient approximation!
and the inclusion of the orbital polarization term~known to improve the evaluation of orbital moments! in the
Hamiltonian is reported. A comparison is made with other theoretical studies and to experiment when possible.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.63.184413 PACS number~s!: 75.70.Cn, 76.80.1y
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electrons in a solid produce a magnetic field at the site
the atomic nucleus: the magnetic hyperfine field of an at
or ion, Bhf . For an observer at the nucleus, the hyperfi
interaction is caused by the interaction between this m
netic field produced by the electron spin and orbital curre
and the magnetic moment of the nucleus. Different nucl
methods@Mössbauer-effect spectroscopy~MES! and nuclear
magnetic resonance~NMR!# can be used to measure it.

Magnetic hyperfine fields~HFF’s! can give information
about the electronic structure and magnetic properties
solid as they probe the electron spin density close to
nuclei.1 Of interest is the relation of the local magnetic m
ment on the atom and the hyperfine field. Hyperfine fi
measurements are element and site selective and thus
us to probe the local environment and the coordination nu
ber of the atoms studied, i.e., have atomic scale resolution
particular, hyperfine techniques have become importan
the study of magnetism in multilayers and thin films. Hype
fine studies for example have been used to determine
magnetic anisotropy in ultrathin Fe/Ag~100! films2 and to
study the induced magnetization of nonmagnetic meta
spacers of, e.g., Cu in Fe/Cu multilayers3 and Ag in the
Fe/Ag~100! interface.4–6

Generally the interpretation and understanding of m
sured values ofBhf are difficult since the origin ofBhf comes
from the behavior of electrons in the inner region of t
atoms close to the nucleus. Their values are sensitive to
tails such as interlayer distances and reconstructions a
interface.

All electronab initio theoretical studies based on the loc
spin density~LSDA! and the generalized gradient approx
mations ~GGA! to ~spin! density-functional theory~DFT!
have shown to provide a practical tool for the investigatio
of many properties of solids including magnetism. With
LSDA ~or GGA!, spin-orbit~SO! coupling is the only effect
considered responsible for orbital magnetization and to
0163-1829/2001/63~18!/184413~7!/$20.00 63 1844
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included in the evaluation of the orbital and magnetic dip
contributions toBhf . However, the theoretically calculate
orbital magnetic moments underestimate the experime
values by approximately 50%. Other effects, namely nonc
tral field contributions to the electron-electron interactio7

and orbital current polarization,8 are neglected.
According to Brooks,9–11 an extension to LSDA can be

made to account for the spin-orbit induced orbital polariz
tion ~OP!, which gives magnetic moments in fairly goo
agreement with the experimentally observed values.
cently, Ebert and Battocletti12 showed that formally the or-
bital polarization correction of Brooks has the form to
expected from current density-functional theory~CDFT!,
which should provide a sound and rigorous basis for
investigation of properties related to orbital magnetism.13 We
want to point out that Brooks’s OP term is quite differe
from the exchange-correlation vector potential which a
pears in CDFT.12

This paper presents results on spin-density functional
culations within LSDA and GGA including spin-orbit cou
pling in order to study magnetic moments and the influen
of orbital and dipolar contributions to the hyperfine field. W
also address the issue of how sensible these two contr
tions are to a self-consistent inclusion of the OP mechan
in the calculation~as proposed by Brooks9–11!. Three sys-
tems are investigated: bulk bcc Fe withM i@001#, bulk hcp
Co ~with M i@0001# or @112̄0#) and Fe/Ag~100! with M ei-
ther perpendicular or parallel to the interface. We want
stress the fact that we study the anisotropy in the hyper
interaction and the relative influence of the orbital and dip
lar terms when going from bulk Fe to the Fe/Ag interfa
and establish the degree of prediction thatab initio determi-
nations have for these quantities by comparing to experim
tal data.

II. DETAILS OF THE CALCULATIONS

In the present study the full potential LAPW method h
been used as implemented in theWIEN97 code.14,15 This has
©2001 The American Physical Society13-1
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C. O. RODRIGUEZet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 184413
proven to be one of the most accurate schemes for electr
structure calculations of solids. All electrons are treated s
consistently, the core fully relativistic and the valence el
trons scalar relativistically. We have included local orbital16

~in addition to the usual LAPW basis! for the high lying core
states—the so-called semicore states—to increase the
ibility of the basis set.

Within this method the unit cell is divided into nonove
lapping atomic spheres and an interstitial space. The po
tial is expanded into spherical harmonics inside the ato
spheres and in plane waves in the interstitial space. A sim
expansion is used for the basis functions. Spin-orbit effe
are treated within a second variational approach.17 This
means that the Hamiltonian without the spin-orbit coupli
is diagonalized first. Then an energy cutoff is chosen a
only the states under this spin-orbit cutoff energy are use
a basis for diagonalization of the Hamiltonian including t
spin-orbit coupling. This procedure is faster compared to
direct inclusion of the spin-orbit coupling into the Ham
tonian. The accuracy of this approach can be systematic
controlled by the energy cutoff.

All calculations have been performed using densi
functional theory and both the LSDA approximation of Pe
dew and Wang18 and the PBE-GGA approximation for th
exchange-correlation functional.19

We use identical muffin-tin sphere radii for Fe, Co, a
Ag of RMT52.2 a.u. Fe and Co have semicore 3p and va-
lence 3d, and 4s states, and Ag has semicore 4p and valence
4d, and 5s states. The energy cutoff for the LAPW wav
functions was set toEcut513.2 Ry. We have used a suffi
ciently finek points sampling. In the present calculations,
the bulk systems the experimental lattice constantsa
55.405 a.u. for bcc Fe anda54.743 a.u.,c57.691 a.u. for
hcp Co! were used in order to evaluate the accuracy of
present approach while comparing to previous theoret
analyses within a fully relativistic approach at the same
tice parameters.20,21 Moreover, we have tested the results
the LSDA and GGA approximations to the HFF’s in bcc
at the calculated structural parameters within each appr
mation (a55.205, 5.351 a.u. for LSDA and GGA, respe
tively!. The Fe/Ag~100! interface is modeled using the su
percell approach, where we use a five-layer~100! Ag slab
with the theoretically determined lattice constant of fcc A
as predicted by GGA, which deviates by 1.13% from t
experimental value. Additional five~100! layers of bcc Fe
assume a lattice constant fixed by the Ag substrate in
~100! plane. The interlayer spacings in Fe correspond to
DFT-GGA calculated lattice constant. The interface sepa
tion di was determined from energy minimization.

As already mentioned, it is found that the use of eith
LSDA or GGA leads to a considerable underestimation
the orbital magnetic moments.22,23 The orbital moment may
be enhanced by the inclusion of the orbital polarizat
term,24 which mimics the second Hund’s rule:

ĤOP5Horbl̂ z , ~1!

Horb52I OPLz , ~2!
18441
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wherel̂ z is thez component of the angular moment operat
the z axis being parallel to the magnetization, andLz is the
projection of the orbital moment on thez axis:

Lz5(
i ,k

ni ,k^c i ,ku l̂ zuc i ,k& ~3!

c i ,k is the eigenstate of an energy bandi with a wave vector
k; ni ,k are the occupation numbers. Finally the parameterI OP
is equal to the Racah parameterB for thed electrons andE3

for the f electrons. Racah parameters are easily calcula
once the wave functions inside the atomic spheres are kn
~see, e.g., Ref. 25!.

In our computational schemeĤOP is treated using the
second-variational method,17 i.e., in the same way as th
spin-orbit coupling. In the framework of this approachĤOP

is proportional to the orbital momentum operatorl̂ z . At the
same timeĤOP andHorb are coupled via Eq.~1!. Therefore
an additional self-consistency loop must be added into
computational scheme. In the first stepLz is calculated using
the eigenfunctions of the HamiltonianĤ0, which does not
contain the orbital polarization term~but the spin-orbit cou-
pling!. ĤOP is then determined using the expression abo
and the eigenfunctions ofĤ01ĤOP are found.Lz is calcu-
lated in the new basis and the newĤOP is constructed. The
procedure is repeated until self-consistency is reached.
found that for the systems discussed here the procedure
verges fast and no mixing of the intermediate results is n
essary.

The relativistic expressions for theBhf in a perturbative
approach have been derived by several groups.26–28 In the
lowest order,Bhf is given by

Bhf5Bhf
ct1Bhf

o 1Bhf
d ~4!

which consists of the conventional contact termBhf
ct , and the

orbital and dipolar contributionsBhf
o 1Bhf

d . The latter are
usually called the non-s contribution to the hyperfine field
Bhf

ns . Further decomposition ofBhf
ct is made as a sum ofBhf

cv

~contact valence! and Bhf
cc ~contact core!. In our scalar-

relativistic approach an expression derived by Blu¨gel28 for
Bhf

ct has been used. Simple relations exist between the s
orbital and magnetic dipole moments and the contact, orb
and dipolar contributions to the hyperfine fields.20

In all results here presented we have only considered
intra-atomic hyperfine fields and, for simplicity, have n
glected those contributions from the spin moments on
other atoms. That interatomic field comes only from t
magnetic dipole and orbital terms, and therefore is small.
cubic systems, this effect is zero and for hcp Co has b
estimated to be less than 0.05 kG.20 Its detailed evaluation
for the Fe/Ag interface problem is outside the purpose of
study but we expect it to be small compared to the int
atomic contributions.
3-2
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TABLE I. Spin and orbital magnetic moments (M ,Mo) and hyperfine field (Bhf) for bulk bcc Fe for
M i@001#. Bhf

cv , Bhf
cc, Bhf

ct , Bhf
o , Bhf

d are the contact-valence, contact-core, contact-total, orbital, and dip
contributions to the hyperfine field, respectively. SO means that spin-orbit has been included and S1OP
indicates that the orbital polarization contribution has been added~see text!. The indicesexptandcalc mean
that the calculations have been performed at the experimental or DFT-LSDA~GGA! theoretical lattice
constant, respectively. A comparison is also made with previous LSDA calculations~at the experimental
lattice constant! by Guo and Ebert~Ref. 20!, and experiment~Ref. 29!. vBH means von Barth-Hedin loca
density potential and VWN Vosko-Wilk-Nusair potential~see Ref. 20! for details. Magnetic moments are i
mB and hyperfine fields in kG.

bcc Fe SO
M Bhf

cv Bhf
cc Bhf

ct Mo Bhf
o Bhf

d Bhf

Present work (LSDA)expt 2.23 246.3 2258.1 2304.4 0.048 26.0 0.0 2278.0
Present work (LSDA)calc 2.03 241.4 2231.2 2272.7 0.038 19.4 0.0 2253.2
Present work (GGA)expt 2.23 234.2 2287.9 2322.1 0.045 24.1 0.0 2298.0
Present work (GGA)calc 2.20 236.8 2283.3 2320.1 0.041 20.6 0.0 2299.5
Guo-Ebert~vBH! 265.9 2237.5 2303.4 15.2 0.0 2288.2
Guo-Ebert~VWN! 2.175 272.8 2250.2 2323.0 0.042 15.2 0.0 2307.9
Experiment 2.13 0.080 2339.0

SO1OP
Mo Bhf

o Bhf
d Bhf

Present work (LSDA)expt 0.086 51.3 0.0 2253.1
Present work (LSDA)calc 0.060 33.6 0.0 2239.0
Present work (GGA)expt 0.078 45.7 0.0 2276.4
Present work (GGA)calc 0.065 36.2 0.0 2283.9
Experiment 0.080 2339.0
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III. RESULTS

Our results are summarized in Tables I–III. Table I p
sents our results for bulk bcc Fe withM i@001#, Table II for
bulk hcp Co~with M i@0001# and@112̄0#), and Table III for
the Ag/Fe~001! interface~with M perpendicular and paralle
to the interface!. In the upper panel of Tables I–III, the re
sults with the inclusion of the spin-orbit term~SO! are
shown, and in the lower panel results which include orb
polarization (SO1OP) effects are listed.

For bulk bcc Fe withM i@001# ~see Table I! we report
values calculated with both LSDA and GGA potentia
evaluated at the experimental equilibrium structural para
eters~expt!, as well as at the calculated LSDA or GGA la
tice parameter~calc!, respectively. The differences in the ca
culatedBhf ~at the experimental lattice constant! due to the
use of different exchange correlation potentials amount u
10% ~see upper panel of Table I!. The DFT-GGA calculated
Bhf at the GGA determined lattice parameter differs by 0.5
from the value at the experimental lattice constant. This
mainly because of the small 1% underestimation of the D
GGA parameter. On the other hand, LSDA predicts a lat
constant much smaller than the experimental one (23.7%)
and the resultingBhf becomes quite dissimilar to the oth
theoretical values and much smaller (225%) than the ex-
periment. The~LSDA! expt result is the one to be compare
with the work by Guo and Ebert.20,21The difference between
these three LSDA results can be traced to the different
rametrizations used for the LSDA exchange correlation
tential. From this comparison, it is clear that the larger d
18441
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ferences are mainly caused by the different lattice consta
Interestingly, the DFT-GGA predicted spin magnetic m

mentM differs by less than 5% from the experimental val
and from other DFT-LSDA results~at the experimental lat-
tice parameter!.20 On the contrary,Mo , the orbital magnetic
moment, as predicted with SO, is found to be 50% too sm
when compared to the experimental value. This can be
tially compensated by the inclusion of Brook’s OP term
shown in the lower panel of Table I. Orbital contributions
Bhf are of the order of 8% of the total value. Dipolar cont
butions vanish due to the cubic symmetry of the surroundi

Comparing now the magnitude of the different contrib
tions toBhf of Fe bcc bulk one sees that already the cont
term Bhf

ct is close to the experimental value~see upper pane
of Table I! and the addition of the positive orbital contribu
tion results in a 10% disagreement with the experimen
value. If SO1OP is included, the~positive! orbital contribu-
tion is even more expressed. Although in this case the orb
magnetic moment agrees very well with the experimen
value, the disagreement in the contact term is even la
~about 25%!.

The case of bulk hcp Co~Table II! is similar. The SO
calculation predicts a spin magnetic moment close to
experimental value. But the orbital moment (Mo) is a factor
of 2 too small. The contact term overestimatesBhf by 10%
but adding the orbital contribution makes it 10% undere
mated~see upper panel of Table II!. The orbital momentMo
is close to experiment when SO1OP is used but as in the
case of bulk Fe, the increased positive contribution of
3-3
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TABLE II. Spin and orbital magnetic moments (M ,Mo) and hyperfine field (Bhf) for bulk hcp Co for

M i@0001# or @112̄0# directions.Bhf
cv , Bhf

cc, Bhf
ct , Bhf

o , Bhf
d are, respectively the contact-valence, contact-co

contact-total, orbital, and dipolar contributions to the hyperfine field. SO means that spin orbit has
included and SO1OP indicates that the orbital polarization contribution has been added. The indexexpt
mean that the calculations have been performed at the experimental lattice constant. A comparison
made with previous LSDA calculations~at the same lattice constant! by Guo and Ebert~Ref. 20!, and
experiment~Ref. 29!. Magnetic moments inmB and hyperfine fields in kG.

hcp Co SO
M Bhf

cv Bhf
cc Bhf

ct Mo Bhf
o Bhf

d Bhf

M i@0001#
Present work (LSDA)expt 1.58 271.2 2193.9 2265.2 0.079 59.0 20.59 2206.8
Guo-Ebert~VWN! 1.60 285.2 2190.5 2275.7 0.077 48.60 1.89 2225.2
Experiment 1.52 0.140 2219.0

M i@112̄0#

Present work (LSDA)expt 1.59 271.4 2193.9 2265.9 0.075 55.9 0.57 2209.5
Guo-Ebert~VWN! 1.59 285.2 2190.5 2275.7 0.072 45.77 21.27 2231.1
Experiment 1.52 0.140 2227.0

SO1OP
Mo Bhf

o Bhf
d Bhf

M i@0001#
Present work (LSDA)expt 0.13 100.9 20.31 2164.6
Experiment 0.14 2219.0

M i@112̄0#

Present work (LSDA)expt 0.13 93.9 0.87 2171.1
Experiment 0.14 2227.0
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orbital term makes the disagreement of the hyperfine fiel
be of the order of 25%~see lower panel of Table II!. It is
interesting to notice thatMo decreases when going from
M i@0001# to M i@112̄0#. The anisotropy is almost com
pletely caused by the anisotropy in the non-s hyperfine field,
which in turn is correlated with the anisotropy in the ma
netic dipole and orbital moments. Therefore spin-orbit co
pling is essential in order to study the anisotropy in the
perfine field. We do reproduce a change ofBhf in the right
direction. The experimentally determined 8-kG anisotropy
the Bhf is reproduced in our calculations only when S
1OP is included.

Finally we analyze the case of the Fe/Ag~100! interface
~Table III!. We use supercells with five layers of Fe and
equal number of Ag layers (515) as already described. At
oms Ag1 , Ag2, and Ag3 in the table denote the Ag atom
Ag3 is the Ag atom at the interface and Ag1 can be consid-
ered as representing an Ag bulklike atom. Atoms Fe1 , Fe2,
and Fe3 are Fe atoms and Fe3 is the Fe atom at the interface
We note that because of the occurrence of interface indu
Friedel oscillations of magnetic moments and hyperfi
fields in multilayers, the result for the magnetic moment
Fe1 atoms, in particular, is at variance with that of bulk F
~see Tables I and III!. To obtain a better agreement the use
a much larger supercell would have been necessary. Ne
theless, test calculations for a 717 supercell indicated tha
the conclusions made in this work are not affected by
size of the supercell used. We have relaxed the struc
18441
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~interface distancedi) within the GGA approximation and a
717 supercell, obtaining a value ofdi53.5 a.u. Importantly,
the magnitudeuBhf

ctu is quite sensitive to the value ofdi . For
example, at the Ag side ranges from zero atdi5` to 400 kG
at di52.5 bohr and the difference between its value for
oms Fe3 and Ag3, i.e., across the Fe/Ag~100! interface, can
vary from 140 kG to 0 whendi varies from 2.5 to 3.7 a.u
This suggests that it is important to allow for this relaxati
before comparing theoretical results to experiments, and
hyperfine-field measurements in combination with theor
cal calculations can be used as a probe of the structural
chemical environment of the considered atom in magn
multilayers.

Very recent experiments using the low temperatu
nuclear orientation~LTNO! technique for the Fe/Ag~100!
interface30 have complemented previous Mo¨ssbauer studies
by Liu et al.5 and Schureret al.6 and shown that the induce
Ag hyperfine field of the Ag at the Fe/Ag interface is d
rected out of the plane of the multilayer, i.e., perpendicu
to the magnetization of the Fe which lies in the plane of
multilayer. The calculations we have performed assum
that the induced magnetic hyperfine field of the Ag is para
to that of Fe, thus the results may not be directly compare
the experiments. Nevertheless, the relative influence on m
netic moments and hyperfine fields of orbital and dipo
effects at the Fe atom of the interface, where larger effe
are expected due to the reduced symmetry compared to
bulk case, can be discussed. A straightforward compar
3-4
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TABLE III. Spin and orbital magnetic moments (M ,Mo) and hyperfine field (Bhf) for Fe/Ag interface for
M i to the~001! and~100! directions. A 515 supercell was used. Atoms Ag1 and Fe1 would represent bulk
Ag and Fe, respectively. Atoms Ag3 and Fe3, Ag and Fe at the relaxed interface.Bhf

cv , Bhf
cc, Bhf

ct , Bhf
o , Bhf

d are,
respectively the contact-valence, contact-core, contact-total, orbital, and dipolar contributions to the hy
field. SO means that spin-orbit has been included and SO1OP indicates that the orbital polarization contr
bution has been added. Magnetic moments inmB and hyperfine fields in kG.

Fe/Ag~001! SO
Atom M Bhf

cv Bhf
cc Bhf

ct Mo Bhf
o Bhf

d Bhf

M i(001)
Present work~GGA! Ag1 0.00 8.1 20.31 7.8 0.231023 0.85 1.4 10.5

Ag2 0.00 22.1 20.07 22.1 0.431024 20.25 4.8 2.45
Ag3 0.04 2293.3 214.6 2308.0 0.331022 5.9 9.4 2292.7
Fe3 2.82 59.8 2352.9 2293.1 0.078 45.0 28.7 2256.8
Fe2 2.49 246.3 2314.6 2361.0 0.053 29.0 1.62330.4
Fe1 2.52 28.6 2318.0 2326.6 0.050 27.0 2.62297.0

M i(100)
Present work~GGA! Ag1 0.00 8.3 20.1 8.2 0.231023 0.4 20.6 8.0

Ag2 0.00 21.9 0.12 21.81 20.131023 20.4 22.4 24.6
Ag3 0.04 2292.9 214.5 2307.4 0.431022 6.5 24.6 2305.5
Fe3 2.82 60.0 2352.2 2292.2 0.062 34.9 4.12253.2
Fe2 2.49 246.2 2314.0 2360.2 0.052 28.3 20.9 2332.8
Fe1 2.52 28.2 2317.1 2325.3 0.050 28.0 21.4 2298.7

SO1OP
Atom Mo Bhf

o Bhf
d Bhf

M i(001)
Present work~GGA! Ag1 0.1931023 0.8 1.4 10.0

Ag2 0.1531023 20.05 4.8 2.6
Ag3 0.331022 3.8 9.4 2306.8
Fe3 0.149 90.0 28.9 2211.9
Fe2 0.094 56.0 1.4 2303.6
Fe1 0.083 49.0 2.5 2275.1

M i(100)
Present work~GGA! Ag1 0.231023 0.5 20.7 8.0

Ag2 20.931024 20.5 22.4 24.7
Ag3 0.331022 5.5 24.6 2306.5
Fe3 0.104 61.9 3.9 2226.4
Fe2 0.084 49.9 21.0 2311.3
Fe1 0.082 48.6 21.5 2278.2
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with the theoretical work of Guo and Ebert20,21becomes dif-
ficult since they only studied monolayers of Fe on fcc A
where many effects such as anisotropy become much m
exaggerated. Some qualitative observations~also extracted
from their Fe/Au bilayers studies! are nevertheless similar
Our main observations are:~i! Spin and orbital moments
increase as one approaches the interface from the Fe
They are negligible at the Ag side. Yet, small induced m
ments are observed at the Ag interface layer.~ii ! Interface-
induced Friedel oscillations at the Fe side are found in qu
tative agreement with experiments by Liu and Gradma5

and theoretical pioneering work of Ohnishiet al.31 as well as
in more recent theoretical studies~in this case for the Fe/Au
interface!.20 ~iii ! Both the orbital and magnetic dipole contr
butions toBhf in the multilayers are of comparable magn
tudes in the Ag side of the interface and considerable sma
18441
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than the contact term. Whereas at the Fe side, the or
term represents 20–30% of the total hyperfine field. Wh
approaching the interface from the Fe side, the orbital te
increases due to the enhanced orbital moment.~iv! The cal-
culatedBhf for Fe at the interface is reduced compared to t
of the corresponding bulk metal. This becomes mostly
cause the valences-electron hyperfine fieldBhf

cv on the Fe at
the interface changes sign and its magnitude overcomp
sates the increasedBhf

cc due to the enhancement ofM. This
reduction is further increased by the enhanced orbital te
This is in agreement with monolayer-probe57Fe Mössbauer-
effect measurements on bcc Fe/fcc Ag~100! bilayers where
several satellites were observed for the57Fe at the interface.
An average value of2283 kG between these satellites
close to our calculated values for the different magnetizat
orientations obtained with SO. Similarly as for the Fe and
3-5
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bulk studies, the inclusion of OP reduces the totalBhf even
further, while increasing the orbital magnetic moment.~v!
The calculated magnetic anisotropy inBhf from in-plane and
perpendicular magnetizations amounts up to 4 kG and st
almost completely from the non-s electron contributionsBhf

o

andBhf
d . ~vi! As already discussed, the results are sensitiv

the interface separation.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have performed anab initio all electron study using
both LSDA and GGA approximations to DFT which in
cluded spin-orbit effects, and obtained hyperfine fields a
magnetic moments~spin and orbital! for three test cases
bulk bcc Fe, hcp Co, and Fe/Ag~100! interface. In the bcc Fe
case we studiedM i@001#. In the other casesM was taken
parallel and perpendicular to the interface for the Fe/Ag~100!
interface and in-plane and perpendicular to the hexago
planes of the Co hcp structure.

The use of LSDA or GGA gives a reasonable approxim
tion to the spin moment. The inclusion of spin-orbit coupli
allows to obtain the orbital moment. But this is a factor
smaller than the experimental value. Orbital polarizat
~OP!, which has the effect of enhancing the spin-orbit
duced orbital moments has been considered by the OP
proach, as proposed by Brooks. The enhancement of the
bital moments nearly removes the discrepancy betw
theory and experiment, but the predictedBhf disagrees much
more than when OP was not included.
A

i,

G.

v

l
es
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-

n
-
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or-
n

In the case of Fe/Ag~100! interface the hyperfine fields
are very sensitive to the interface separationdi . And, di in
turn to the exchange correlation energy used. If the m
mized di is used, LSDA or GGA predictions are quantit
tively different but the qualitative behavior ofBhf at the in-
terface of Fe/Ag~001! remained: it decreases at the interfa
layer of Fe and increases as an induced hyperfine field on
first monolayer of Ag. Unlike the bulk metals both the orbit
and magnetic dipole contributions toBhf become important.
A magnetic anisotropy was found for theBhf which can be
linked to the anisotropy observed in the orbital and dipo
terms.

Theab initio determination ofBhf and its link to spin and
orbital moments helps establish a qualitative picture. Furt
work is needed in order to improve on a quantitative one
particular, the noncollinearity observed in recent experime
should be taken into account.
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